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C

arbon nanotubes (CNTs) combine
nanoscale size with high aspect
ratio (⬃1000) and unique electrical, optical, mechanical, and electrochemical properties,1⫺6 making them ideal candidate materials for high-impact applications
in various fields.7 Yet, much as in polymer
science and engineering, such applications
can only be attained by developing appropriate scalable processes that translate the
properties of the elemental molecules
(SWNTs) or particles (CNTs) into macroscopic materials. Scientific knowledge
about processing SWNTs into macroscopic
and commercially useful products is still
scarce and is a topic of extensive current research. An important recent success in this
area has been the fabrication of optically
transparent and electrically conducting thin
films of pure SWNTs. Such transparent and
conductive thin films or coatings may replace indium tin oxide (ITO) in a wide range
of applications, for example, in touch
screens, flat panel displays, image recorders, optical communication devices, and solar cells.8,9
Nanotube films have been fabricated by
vacuum filtration,10⫺12 transfer printing
onto various substrates,13,14 drawing from
vertically oriented nanotube forests,15 spin
coating,16 drop casting from SWNT dispersions,17 quasi-Langmuir⫺Blodgett deposition,18 dip-coating,19 direct CVD growth,20
air-spraying,21,22 and, after suitable functionalization, wire-wound rod coating,23,24 and
slot coating.25 However, most of the processes proposed so far cannot be ported
easily to large scale production-with the exception of air-spraying, which has the drawback of forming sparse and relatively nonuniform networks,22 and rod and slot
coating, which are scalable methods but
have so far have required functionalized
www.acsnano.org
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Continuous and Scalable Fabrication of
Transparent Conducting Carbon
Nanotube Films

ABSTRACT We report an industrially scalable, fast, and simple process for the large scale fabrication of

optically transparent and electrically conducting thin films of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT). Purified,
pristine HiPco SWNTs were dispersed in water at high concentrations with the help of surfactants, rod-coated into
uniform thin films, and doped by various acids. We show how to combine different surfactants to make uniform
dispersions with high concentration of SWNTs and optimal rheological behavior for coating and drying, including
preventing dewetting and film rupture that has plagued earlier attempts. Doping by fuming sulfuric acid yielded
the films with best performance (sheet resistance of 100 and 300 ⍀/sq for respective transparency of 70% and
90%). We use a figure of merit (FOM) plot for an immediate evaluation and comparison of the performance and
microstructure of CNT films produced by different methods. Further scientific engineering will pave the way to the
deployment of CNT films in commercial applications.
KEYWORDS: single walled carbon nanotubes · SWNT
films · transparent · conductive · coatings · wire-wound rod coating · rheology.

CNTs.23⫺26 Here we report the fabrication
of films of SWNT films by “draw-down
Mayer rod coating” (rod coating) process
using pristine SWNTs.
Draw-down rod coating is a well-known
coating technique widely used by laboratories in the coating industry for making liquid thin films in a continuous and controlled
manner.27 Fluids that can be coated effectively by the Mayer rod method can then be
readily adapted to more controllable,
higher throughput methods such as slot,
slide, and roll coating.28,29 Figure 1a shows
a schematic diagram of the rod coater with
the wire-wound Mayer rod. The coating apparatus consists of a stainless steel rod
wound tightly with stainless steel wire and
a smooth and flat glass pad. The substrate is
held down on the drawdown glass pad using heavy duty clips; the Mayer rod rolls
over the substrate, doctoring off the coating fluid. Part of the liquid flows through the
grooves in the wire-wound rod and forms
the thin liquid film. The diameter of the
wound wire determines the size of the
grooves and, hence, it controls the final
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the desired flat equilibrium state
(oscillations) whereas viscous
forces tend to slow down the leveling process by distributing the
liquid momentum through the
entire film thickness. A low Reynolds number ensures that viscous forces dominate inertial
forces and any oscillations
dampen out to give a flat film surface. A low capillary number ensures that capillary forces dominate the viscous forces and
leveling occurs before the film
can dry; equivalently, the leveling
time scale tlevel ⫽ 3 l4/(ho3)30 is
shorter than the film drying time
tdry ⫽ ⌬h/Jo, where Jo is solvent
evaporation current (cm/s) and ⌬h
is the thickness of liquid layer
that must evaporate to cause geFigure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a draw-down rod coater with a wire-wound Mayer coating
lation or solidification in the
rod, (b) the free surface profile of a thin film immediately after Mayer rod coating.
coated film.
thickness of the coated liquid film.28 This technique
During the drying process, that is, the time becan be used to coat directly onto polyethylene teretween leveling and solidification, the liquid thin film is
phthalate (PET), glass, and other substrates at room
exposed to various stresses including those due to detemperature and in a scalable way.
wetting and nonuniform solvent evaporation; these
A critical aspect in the rod coating process is prepa- stresses can induce secondary flows leading to contact
ration of the coating fluid, which should have specific
line recession, film thinning, and rupture. A high fluid
rheological (flow) behavior and wetting properties. The viscosity is necessary to retard the secondary flows and
coating fluid should carry sufficient solids to form a uni- ensure that the film is dry before these stresses can
form and continuous layer upon drying of the coated
cause any significant damage. Further details of the
film. The surface tension of the coating fluid should be dewetting process are discussed in a later section. For
sufficiently low to facilitate its spreading on a wide
a hand drawn rod coating process, like the one used in
range of substrates and avoid defects like contact line
our case, optimal conditions require surface tension
recession and dewetting. After deposition, the viscoslower than 35⫺40 mN/m and viscosity in the range of
ity of the coating fluid should be sufficiently high to
0.01⫺1 Pa·sOequivalently, Ca ⬍ 0.5 and Re ⬍ 1, asslow secondary flows induced by surface tension and
suming a typical coating speed of 2 cm/s and characterdewetting forces, allowing the film to dry without flow. istic wavelength of 2 mm (diameter of wire on Mayer
The role of surface tension and viscosity in the context
rod).28
of coating flow can be understood by considering the
Coating fluids are often non-Newtonian; that is,
capillary number Ca ⬅ v/ and Reynolds number Re ⬅ their viscosity depends on shear rate.29,31,32 This is cervl/, where  is the viscosity of the fluid, v is the char- tainly the case for carbon nanotube dispersions, which
acteristic velocity,  is the surface tension,  is the fluid show shear-thinning even at dilute concentrations.33⫺36
density, and 2l is the wavelength of a sinusoidal
Coating fluids experience widely different characterisdisturbance.
tic stresses (and therefore shear rates) in different reIn rod coating, the surface of the coated film is wavy, gions of the flow. In the film formation region, the liqand the waves must flatten before drying (Figure 1b).
uid flows at high shear rate (normally in the shearThe leveling process can be driven by two possible
thinning regime) through the grooves in the rod. In
mechanisms: capillarity and gravity. For thin films (aver- the coated film region, the liquid is subjected to much
age film thickness ho ⬍⬍ capillary length ⫺1 ⬇ (/g)1/ weaker dewetting forces; therefore, it resists flow ac2), gravitational effects are negligible compared to capcording to its zero-shear (or low-shear) viscosity. For our
illary effects. Capillary leveling is driven by a hydrostatic hand drawn rod coating process (shown in the inset of
pressure difference, caused by surface tension forces,
Figure 1), the characteristic shear rate in the film formabetween the convex and concave regions of the wavy
tion region is ⬃40 s⫺1. Therefore, the optimal coating
liquid. Once the liquid is set in motion, inertial forces
fluid should have a viscosity in the range of 0.01⫺1 Pa·s
at a shear rate ⱕ40 s⫺1.
tend to maintain the motion causing overshoot from
VOL. 3 ▪ NO. 4 ▪ DAN ET AL.
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For our analysis, we define a new FOM that is independent of thickness (for ideal films and for thickness
smaller than wavelength of light) and allows immediate comparison between transparent conductors fabricated from different materials or by using different
methods over the entire range of transparencies. A similar FOM was independently introduced in the recent
patent literature.42 According to the Beer⫺Lambert law,
the transmission of light (T) through a film of homogeneous material can be modeled as T ⫽ I1/I0 ⫽ e⫺␣t,
where I0 and I1 are the intensity of incident and transmitted light, ␣ is the effective absorption coefficient,
and t is the film thickness. The sheet resistance is defined as Rs ⫽ /t, where  is the material resistivity. Combining these two equations yields
Rs ) -

RF
ln T

( )

T ) exp -

or

RF
Rs
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our coating fluids consisted of aqueous dispersions
of SWNTs stabilized by surfactants. Many surfactants
disperse carbon nanotubes in water;37 they differ in the
stabilization mechanism (ionic vs steric, micellization vs
polymeric wrapping), the maximum quantity of suspended SWNTs, the ratio of individual vs bundled
SWNTs present in the dispersion, the typical size of the
bundles, and their propensity for forming lightly (or
strongly) flocculated structures of SWNTs and SWNT
bundles. All these factors can affect the coating process as well as the structure and performance of the final film. Four surfactants were chosen on the basis of
their proven effectiveness as SWNT dispersants in water:37 F108 and F98 (pluronics, polyethylene oxide, and
polypropylene oxide based triblock polymers, BASF),
Ssodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Aldrich) and sodium
dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS, Aldrich).
To identify the optimal surfactant, coating fluids
were prepared using the above surfactants. The coating fluids were prepared by mixing 0.3⫺0.4 wt % SWNT
(HiPco Rice University; HPR 166.12) with 1 wt % of surfactant, using the technique developed by O’Connell et
al.38 The SWNT and surfactant concentrations were chosen based on the work by Vigolo et al.39 These SWNT
dispersions, as prepared, were unsuitable for coating
uniform large area thin films. However, high SWNT loading (relatively higher viscosities) and thicker coated layers (20⫺50% transparency) allowed us to fabricate
“test” films using rod coating. The “test” films were still
partially defective (due to dewetting and film rupture),
but had large enough uniform regions (⬃1 cm2) to allow measurement of their electrical and optical properties. The coated films were air-dried, washed vigorously to remove surfactant (see Supporting
Information) and again dried overnight at 60 °C under
vacuum. Following this, all measurements were performed with the film exposed to ambient conditions.
The performance of transparent conductive thin
films is typically reported as plots of sheet resistance Rs
vs transparency T. These plots show the trade off between the transparency and conductivity for thin films
using a specific material. Another intuitive way of comparing and evaluating the properties of various transparent conductive films is by using a figure of merit
(FOM). The most commonly used FOMs for transparent
conducting films were defined by Fraser et al.40 and
Haacke et al.41 in the form of Ftc ⫽ T/Rs and ⌽tc ⫽ Tx/Rs,
respectively, where T is the transmittance, Rs is the sheet
resistance of the thin film, and x is an arbitrary integer
(⬃10) used for fixing the thickness at which maxima of
⌽tc occurs. Both of these FOMs are functions of film
thickness and are useful either for finding the optimum
thickness of a transparent conductive film (for a given
material) or for comparing different transparent conductive materials at a fixed film thickness.

(1)

We define (␣) as the figure of merit (FOM1). The absorption coefficient (␣) is not a fundamental material
property, but it is very “commonly used because it can
be easily measured and intuitively understood”.43 For a
uniform and homogeneous material, (␣) is a constant
parameter; therefore, sheet resistance depends linearly
on (⫺1/ln T) with FOM1 as the slope (Intuitively, FOM1 is
also the sheet resistance of a film with a transparency
of e⫺1 ⫽ 36.8%). FOM1 is useful for comparing transparent conductive films made from different materials or
by using different methodsOof course, films with lower
FOM have better performance.
In the special case of a metallic thin film (film thickness much smaller than wavelength of light) in air, the
electro-optical properties can be modeled as13,43,44

(

T) 1+

(

Z0 σac
-2
2π
σ t ) 1+
c ac
2Rs σdc

)

)

-2

(2)

where dc is the DC conductivity, ac is the optical conductivity, c is the speed of light, and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of vacuum (⬃376.73 ⍀); both dc and
ac are fundamental properties of a material. A high
value of dc/ac signifies a material with high conductivity and low optical absorption and hence a better candidate for transparent conductive thin films. On the basis of the above model, the ratio ac/dc can also be
treated as a figure of merit (FOM2).44 Performing a Taylor expansion of transparency versus sheet resistance
shows that eqs 1 and 2 coincide up to first order in
sheet resistance by setting ␣ ⫽(Z0/2)(ac/dc) (they differ slightly at second order); they are also phenomenologically equivalent, as shown below.
Table 1 lists the FOM for our test films. Although all
the films are essentially composed by SWNTs alone
(with minimal residual traces of surfactants), they show
substantially different electro-optical properties. In parVOL. 3 ▪ NO. 4 ▪ 835–843 ▪ 2009
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On the basis of these observations, SDBS was selected as the surfactant of choice. Attaining higher
transparency in films required coating fluids with lower concentration
of SWNTs (⬃0.1 wt % for our rod
coating setup), which had lower viscosity, required longer drying time,
and therefore were more prone to
forming defective films. The wetting
and rheological properties of the
SWNT dispersions were modified in
order to eliminate film defects and
nonuniformities due to dewetting
and film rupture. Redon et al.47 have
studied the dynamics of dewetting
and breakage of thin liquid films by
contact line recession and growth of
dry regions. They show that liquid
films thinner than their characteristic equilibrium thickness he ⫽ 2(/
Figure 2. Viscosity vs shear rate for SWNT-SDBS dispersion and SWNT-SDBSⴚTX100 dispersion.
1/2
g)
sin(/2), where  is the contact
The optical micrographs (left) show the different morphology of these two dispersions: in SDBS
alone, the SWNTs are homogeneously dispersed as individuals and thin bundles; when TX100 is angle of the liquid with the substrate,
added, the SWNT and bundles form loose flocs. The formation of this network of flocs raises the h ⬇ 400 m for surfactant⫺water
e
low-shear viscosity by ⬃3 orders of magnitude. Images of the final, dry films (right) show that
based
systems, are metastable and
films formed from the SWNT-SDBS dispersion dewet and rupture, whereas films coated from the
SWNT-SDBSⴚTX100 dry into a uniform thin structures. In all of the above cases, SWNT-SDBS dis- always evolve toward equilibrium by
persion had 0.1 wt % SWNT, 1 wt % SDBS; 3 wt % TX100 was added to it to obtain the SWNTeither dewetting and shrinkage or
SDBSⴚTX100 dispersion.
by breaking up in to beads and
ticular, SDBS-based dispersions had 5-fold performance patches. They also show that the dewetting velocity is
advantage over films obtained from other dispersions.
Vdewet ⫽ (k/)3, where k is a fluid property and can be
These significant differences in properties can be un- taken as 10⫺3 for primarily water-based systems.47 To
derstood based on the work by Hecht et al.45 on the
avoid film rupture, the dewetting velocity must be low
conductivity dc of SWNT films. These films have the
so that the liquid film can dry before dewetting causes
morphology of disordered two-dimensional networks
any defects; equivalently, dewetting is avoided when
of SWNT bundles; their electrical conductivity is exthe film drying time is much shorter than the dewetpected to depend on the average bundle length Lav
ting time tdewet ⫽ L/Vdewet, where L is the characteristic
⫺2
1.46
and diameter Dav, dc ⬇ Dav
, dc ⬇ Lav
. Compared to
length scale of the film. Therefore, dewetting can be
SDS and Triton X-100, SDBS is a better dispersing agent, avoided by lowering surface tension and contact angle,
yielding dispersions with higher concentration of indiby raising viscosity, or by appropriately reducing the
vidual SWNTs at the same overall SWNT concentradrying time of coated film.
tion.46 These differences in the SWNT microstructure
The viscosity ranged from 6 mPa s (at low shear
(e.g., ratio of individual vs bundles, average bundle dirates) to ⬃3 mPa · s (at high shear rates). The surface
ameter) in various dispersions are the likely cause of the tension and contact angle with clean glass surface for
different electro-optical properties of the final SWNT
the 0.1 wt % SWNT-SDBS dispersion were measured usfilms.
ing a goniometer and were found to be ⬃32 mN/m
and 12°, respectively, which are typical for aqueous
TABLE 1. Relative Performance of “Test” Films Made from
SDBS solutions above the critical micellar concentraCoating Fluids Incorporating Different Surfactantsa
tion (CMC of SDBS in water ⬇ 0.08 wt %).48 As the surcoating fluid
FOM1 of transparent
FOM2 of transparent
factant concentration of 1 wt % is safely above the CMC
composition
conductive film (⍀/sq)
conductive film
(even after accounting for surfactant adsorbed on
SWNT ⫹ F108
472 ⫾ 98
2.56 ⫾ 0.78
SWNT surface, ⬃0.4 wt % in case of SDBS and 0.1 wt %
SWNT ⫹ F98
472 ⫾ 108
3.35 ⫾ 2.12
SWNT),
the surface tension and contact angle are essenSWNT ⫹ SDS
274 ⫾ 83
0.92 ⫾ 0.20
tially independent of surfactant concentration. ThereSWNT ⫹ SDBS
52 ⫾ 12
0.20 ⫾ 0.03
fore, we attempted to slow down dewetting by enhanca
All coating fluids had 0.3⫺0.4 wt % SWNT and 1 wt % surfactant. The FOM reing the viscosity of the coating fluid, with the constraint
ported in each case is an average over 5⫺6 films within the transparency range of
that the fluid should still have sufficiently low viscosity
20⫺50%.
VOL. 3 ▪ NO. 4 ▪ DAN ET AL.
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surface tension
(mN/m)

low-shear viscosity
(at ⬃0.1 s-1) (mPa-s)

high-shear viscosity
(at ⬃40 sⴚ1)(mPa-s)

Ca

Re

tlevel
(s)

tdry
(s)

tdewet
(s)

Vdewet
(m/s)

31.8
31.4

6
2000

3
12

1.89 ⫻ 10⫺3
7.6 ⫻ 10⫺3

2
0.5

2.29 ⫻ 10⫺3
9.28 ⫻ 10⫺3

530
530

21
7092

47.63
0.14

SWNT-SDBS
SWNT-SDBS⫺TX100
a

The SWNT-SDBS dispersion had 0.1 wt % SWNT and 1 wt % SDBS; 3 wt % Triton X-100 was added to get the modified SWNT-SDBS-TX100 dispersion. Ca, Re, and tlevel
were calculated using high shear viscosity, Vdewet and tdewet were calculated using low shear viscosity. Length scale used for tlevel and Re was 2l ⫽ 2 mm (typical wavelength of irregularities left behind by coating rods) and a length scale (L) of 1 mm (⬃10% of total width of the coated film) was used for estimating tdewet. An average liquid film thickness of 100 m is assumed for all cases.
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TABLE 2. List of Physical Properties, Coating Related Numbers, and Time-Scales for the SWNT-SDBS Dispersion and
Modified Values after the Addition of Triton X-100a

Figure 3. SEM and AFM images of SWNT thin film on glass fabricated using the draw-down rod coating technique using
SWNT-SDBSⴚTX100 dispersion (SWNT ⬇ 0.1 wt %, SDBS ⬇ 1 wt %, TX100 ⬇ 3 wt %). Films coated with slightly different concentration of SWNT (0.1ⴚ0.3 wt %) and TX100 (2ⴚ3%) yielded similar microstructure. The scale bar in the SEM scan is 400
nm and the AFM image is a 2.5 m ⴛ 2.5 m scan. The height scale bar in the AFM image is 50 nm.

to allow deposition using coating rod and leveling of
the surface waves immediately after deposition.
The options for enhancing the viscosity and controlling the fluid rheology were limited because the stability of the SWNT-SDSB dispersion is very sensitive to additives; moreover, an electrically insulating additive
can be used only if it is easily washable from the solid
film to avoid losing conductivityOthis discourages the
use of high molecular weight polymers. Triton X-100
(TX100), a nonionic surfactant, was found to have a tremendous effect on the viscosity of SWNT-SDBS dispersion. Figure 2 shows the steady shear viscosity of our
coating fluid before and after the addition of TX100;
adding TX100 to the SWNT-SDBS dispersion raised by
about 3 orders of magnitude the zero-shear viscosity
and only by 3- to 5-fold the high-shear viscosity.
The reason for the observed viscosity enhancement
on the addition of TX100 is not entirely clear, as the exact nature of interaction between SDBS and TX100 in
the presence of SWNTs has not been studied before.
Plausible explanations can be proposed based on similar prior observations in closely related systems. The addition of a neutral or oppositely charged surfactant or
salt to another pure surfactant solution raises significantly the viscosity of some systems.49,50 Adding a counterion or suitable cosurfactant results in dramatic
changes in the surfactant micellar structure (e.g., from
spherical to rodlike or wormlike), resulting in an equally
dramatic increase in their shear viscosities. Previous
studies51,52 have shown that increasing the surfactant
www.acsnano.org

concentration in a SWNT-surfactant aqueous system
leads to stickiness and depletion flocculation among
SWNTs, which is also known to cause significant viscosity enhancements.53 Both these effects, which are due
to the formation of weakly associated network structures, change the rheological behavior of the system,
especially at low shear rates. At high shear rates, the effect on the rheological properties is less pronounced

Figure 4. Sheet resistance versus transmittance for a series
of rod-coated SWNT films with varying thicknesses, before
and after oleum treatment. The films were coated using
SWNT-SDBSⴚTX100 dispersion (SWNT ⬇ 0.1 wt %, SDBS ⬇
1 wt %, TX100 ⬇ 3 wt %). The sheet resistance of all the films
improved by over a factor of 3 upon acid treatment. The
properties of the films were stable for over 8 weeks under
ambient conditions.
VOL. 3 ▪ NO. 4 ▪ 835–843 ▪ 2009
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ing. The time tdry required to evaporate 80% of the
solvent (tdry ⫽ 0.8ho/Jo) was estimated by using solvent
evaporation current Jo ⫽ 1.5 ⫻ 10⫺5 cm/s obtained from
a drop-drying experiment using SWNT-SDBS⫺TX100
dispersion (the same composition and ambient conditions used for rod coating); this evaporation current was
then extrapolated to our 2.5 cm ⫻ 5 cm area and 100
m thick rod-coated thin film to obtain the reported
tdry. Adding Triton X-100 increased the dewetting time
by two to 3 orders of magnitude, while the leveling
time, critical for film smoothness, grew only by a factor
of ⬃4 and remained well below the drying time.
Rod coating with the SWNT-SDBS⫺TX100 dispersion resulted in uniform, defect free thin film coatings.
For electro-optical measurements, SWNT films of area 4
⫻ 2 cm2 were coated on glass slides using the above
Figure 5. Effect of acid treatment and postprocessing (in 80 °C hot
water and 400 °C N2 environment) on the electrical properties on SWNT dispersion. Hereafter the properties reported for each
films: (a) rod-coated, washed, but without any acid treatment, (b) rod- SWNT film represent the average of 4⫺5 measurements
coated, washed, and dipped into 12 M nitric acid, (c) rod-coated,
performed at different locations of the film. Figure 2
washed, and dipped into oleum.
shows a highly defective thin film coated on a microbecause shear stresses break flocs and micelle netscope glass slide with the SWNT-SDBS dispersion and
works; similar to the trend observed in our SWNT-mixed a uniform SWNT thin film coated with the SWNTsurfactant system. Figure 2 shows the optical microSDBS⫺TX100 dispersion. Figure 3 shows the scanning
graphs of SWNT-SDBS and SWNT-SDBS⫺TX100
electron microscope (SEM) image and atomic force
dispersions.
microscope (AFM) image of the uniform film. Films as
large as 20 cm ⫻ 20 cm were fabricated on glass surTable 2 lists the capillary number, Reynolds numfaces as well as commercially available PET substrates
ber, dewetting velocity (Vdewet) and the time scales for
using the rod coater.
leveling, drying, and dewetting for both dispersions.
After washing the surfactants, the electrical conducThe addition of TX100 slowed down the dewetting protivity of the SWNT film coatings was improved further
cess (by significantly increasing the low-shear viscosity), while also keeping the capillary number sufficiently by treatment with various acids. Although significant
and stable improvement in the electrical properties of
low (⬍1). The leveling time tlevel is calculated using the
SWNT materials upon acid treatment has been reported
high-shear viscosity, as it represents the state of the
before,22,54,55 the cause is still a matter of debate. Upon
fluid close to the coating rod. The dewetting time (detreatment with acids, Geng et al.22 observed a 5-fold inrived from Vdewet) is computed using the low-shear viscrease
of the electrical conductivity of SWNT thin films
cosity because the film is nearly stationary during drythat had been made using a surfactant-based dispersion and had been washed to remove residual surfactant. They proposed that the acid removed residual surfactant molecules adsorbed on
the surface of the nanotubes, leading to better
contact between the nanotubes, densification of
the films, and improvement in overall electrical
conduction properties. However, work on macroscopic SWNT fibers54,55 spun from surfactant-free
acid dispersions provides a different explanation.
Ericson et al.54 and Zhou et al.55 showed by X-ray
diffraction that strong acids like oleum penetrate SWNT bundles and networks forming a
dense layer of intercalated anhydrous acid anions surrounding individual nanotubes. These
physisorbed acid anions protonate and dope
the nanotubes by forming charge-transfer
complexes, improving their electrical conductivity. Acid doping is reversible and can be reFigure 6. Comparison of the electro-optical performance of our acid-treated rodmoved by heating the SWNTs in an inert or recoated SWNT films with other transparent conductive SWNT thin films published in
ducing environment.56,57
the literature.
VOL. 3 ▪ NO. 4 ▪ DAN ET AL.
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We acid treated our SWNT thin films by two different methods: wet treatment and vapor treatment. In
wet treatment, the SWNT films were dipped in 12 M nitric acid or oleum (H2SO4: 20% excess SO3) for 30 min
at room temperature, quenched for 30 min in diethyl
ether or water and dried at 120 °C under vacuum for
24 h. For vapor treatment, the SWNT films were kept in
a sealed, humidity-free environment saturated with
acid vapors and maintained at high temperature (⬃70
°C for nitric acid, ⬃120 °C for oleum) for 30 min, followed by 30 min of quenching in diethyl ether or water and drying at 120 °C under vacuum for 24 h. Acid
treatment by both methods improved significantly (at
least 3 times) the electrical properties of the films while
the transparency was unchanged. Figure 4 shows the
sheet resistance versus transmittance curve for films
with varying thicknesses, before and after the acid treatment (detailed visible⫺NIR transmission spectra of the
SWNT films can be found in the Supporting Information). Sheet resistance as low as 80 and 140 ⍀/sq for corresponding transmittances of 70% and 80% were obtained after this process. The improvement obtained by
acid treatment was highly reproducible and the sheet
resistance of the films remained stable even after 8
weeks under ambient conditions.
We performed durability tests on our acid-treated
as well as untreated SWNT films to study and compare
the changes in their electrical conductivity on exposure
to various harsh conditions. The tests were done using
3 film samples: (a) rod-coated and washed but without
any acid treatment (control sample), (b) rod-coated,
washed, and treated with 12 M nitric acid and (c) rodcoated, washed, and treated with oleum. In one test,
the films were immersed for 4 h in a water bath at ⬃80
°C. In another test, the SWNT films were annealed for
4 h at 400 °C in an inert (N2) atmosphere. The results of
these tests are summarized in Figure 5. Both tests lowered the electrical conductivity of all three films. However, the loss of conductivity was much higher for acidtreated films than for the untreated film. Moreover, the
extent of conductivity loss was different in the cases of
nitric acid-treated film and oleum-treated film. These results show that the conductivity enhancement is due
chiefly to the p-doping by acid anions intercalated and
physisorbed in the SWNT network, although better removal of residual surfactant may also contribute to the
effect.
Figure 6 compares the performance of our rollcoated SWNT films with other transparent conductive
SWNT thin films published in the literature. Figure 7
shows the FOM plots for the same set of data using
eqs 1 and 2. In Figure 7a the slopes of the curves are
equal to ␣ (FOM1), whereas in Figure 7b the slopes are
(Z0/2)(ac/dc) or (Z0/2)FOM2; in both cases, lower slope
denotes more conductive and transparent material. As
can be easily seen, both plots are essentially equivalent,

Figure 7. (a) FOM plot of our acid-treated rod-coated SWNT films and other
transparent conductive SWNT thin films published in the literature, using eq
1. The slope of the lines, also referred to as FOM1, is the product of light absorption coefficient (␣) and electrical resistivity (). (b) FOM plot of the same
data set using eq 2. Here, the slope of the lines is (Z0/2) · (ac/dc) or (Z0/
2)FOM2. Film series with lower slopes have better electro-optical performance (higher transparency for same resistance, and lower resistance for
same transparency). Deviation from a straight line at high transparency (high
values of [ⴚ1/ln T]) indicates the SWNT and SWNT bundles are losing percolation in the film. (Green [12]* represents the performance of metallic enriched SWNT films reported by Green et al. in ref 12).

showing similar trends (difference in slopes, deviations
from straight line behavior, etc.) in a similar fashion.
The FOM plots show that films made from the same
material (SWNTs) but by different methods can display
substantially different intrinsic material properties
(based on the slope of the curves). The electrical and
optical properties of a SWNT thin film depend on the
network microstructure, which is controlled by the fabrication process. The FOM plots also display the critical
transparency beyond which the assumption of homogeneous film (linear plot) fails. At higher transparencies,
films are thinner and the constituent SWNT networks
approach the limit of percolation; once percolation is
lost, the assumption of homogeneous material breaks
down and the sheet resistance shoots up. Processes like
VOL. 3 ▪ NO. 4 ▪ 835–843 ▪ 2009
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rod coating maintain the linear relationship up to
higher transparency because they yield better connected and packed SWNT networks; therefore, they
are better suited for large-scale fabrication.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we present a highly scalable and continuous method for making uniform thin films of pristine SWNTs. A combination of surfactants was used to
design a coating fluid with high concentration of
SWNTs in water and optimal rheological and wetting
behavior. The choice of surfactant had a strong effect
on the rheological properties of the coating fluids as
well as the electro-optical properties of the final SWNT
films. Treatment with strong acids p-doped the SWNTs
and improved the electrical conductivity of SWNT thin
films by up to 5-fold. The doping was stable at ambient
conditions. The microstructure and electro-optical performance of the SWNT films was analyzed and compared with SWNT films fabricated by other methods using a FOM, showing that this method outperforms all
other literature results except for recent air-spraying.
The results presented here, both in terms of scientific
understanding of how to control the fluid and process,
and in terms of a scalable technique that can be extended to higher-throughput methods (slot, slide, and
roll coating) paves the way to the deployment of transparent conductive SWNT films in large scale commercial applications.
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